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he daren't tell. Hill then told him to summon the Brigade
Major. Clerk said he positively dare not. Hill insisted, and
took responsibility on himself. Brigade Major came to tele-
phone, using terrible language. It then appeared that the
incomprehensible word was a code word signifying that the period
of vigilance was over. Only no O.C. of unit had been previously
informed of the significance of the word. The whole episode,
with its middle-of-the-night business, absurd secrecy, etc. was
thoroughly characteristic.
Comarques, Tuesday, December 25$.
War. Only about half a pint of methylated spirits left in the
house. Marguerite decided to keep this in stock for an emergency
of illness etc. Wise. So I can no longer make my own perfect
tea at what hour I like in the morning. And this morning I
had poor servant-made tea. However there is a hope of me
getting some other heating apparatus.
Je me suis recueitti somewhat yesterday for my novel, with
difficulty. I re-read some of it in typescript and thought part
was dullish and part interesting. Reading " Georgian Poetry
1916-1917 " seemed to buck me up to raise the damn thing to
a higher plane than it has yet reached save in odd places here
and there.
Comarques, Wednesday, December
Only seven sat down to dinner last night, owing to difficulties
of transport and engagements of officers for mess dinners. This
is the smallest Xmas dinner we have had in this house. Soldiers
were noisy outside during the day. Mason came for lunch and
stayed tul after nightfall He rode of! in falling snow, having
made Richard a present of all the chemical reagents which he
had ordered for him.
I read a lot, all I shall read, of Saintsbury's " History of the
French Novel ". Very prolix, and bursting with subordinate
sentences and clauses, but containing plenty of useful informa-
tion ; also it shows that he does understand something of the
craft of novel-writing. His tracing of the development of the
technique of the novel iri the i^th cent, is interesting, and, to
me, quite new. The amount of this old man's reading is
staggering.
Much bad made after dinner.
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